PROPELLER technique to improve image quality of MRI of the shoulder.
The purpose of this article is to evaluate the use of the periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction (PROPELLER) technique for artifact reduction and overall image quality improvement for intermediate-weighted and T2-weighted MRI of the shoulder. One hundred eleven patients undergoing MR arthrography of the shoulder were included. A coronal oblique intermediate-weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) sequence with fat suppression and a sagittal oblique T2-weighted TSE sequence with fat suppression were obtained without (standard) and with the PROPELLER technique. Scanning time increased from 3 minutes 17 seconds to 4 minutes 17 seconds (coronal oblique plane) and from 2 minutes 52 seconds to 4 minutes 10 seconds (sagittal oblique) using PROPELLER. Two radiologists graded image artifacts, overall image quality, and delineation of several anatomic structures on a 5-point scale (5, no artifact, optimal diagnostic quality; and 1, severe artifacts, diagnostically not usable). The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the data of the standard and PROPELLER images. Motion artifacts were significantly reduced in PROPELLER images (p < 0.001). Observer 1 rated motion artifacts with diagnostic impairment in one patient on coronal oblique PROPELLER images compared with 33 patients on standard images. Ratings for the sequences with PROPELLER were significantly better for overall image quality (p < 0.001). Observer 1 noted an overall image quality with diagnostic impairment in nine patients on sagittal oblique PROPELLER images compared with 23 patients on standard MRI. The PROPELLER technique for MRI of the shoulder reduces the number of sequences with diagnostic impairment as a result of motion artifacts and increases image quality compared with standard TSE sequences. PROPELLER sequences increase the acquisition time.